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Abstract: The Environment of the Current Road situation is complicated, and there might be an assortment of surprising 

likely risks, so wearing a head protector i.e. Helmet to ride a bike is significant and fundamental. Number Plate Recognition 

is the most productive and financially savvy procedure utilized for vehicle ID purposes. Programmed tag acknowledgment 

(ALPR) is utilized for tracking down the area of the number plate. Programmed Detection is used for finding the region of 

the number plate. These philosophies and methods change contingent upon conditions like picture quality, the vehicle at 

fixed positions, conditions of lights, a single picture, etc. The proposed framework comprises two stages: number plate 

discovery and wearing Helmet acknowledgment. In the plate discovery part, we apply a smart image processing algorithm. 

For Helmet Detection, we are utilizing a brilliant picture handling calculation and library for the best outcome. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Programmed Detection is used for finding the region of the number plate. These approaches and techniques change 

contingent upon conditions like picture quality, the vehicle at fixed positions, conditions of lights, a single picture, etc. The proposed 

system comprises two stages: plate number location and Helmet Recognition. In the plate location part, we apply Indian tag 

discovery. For Helmet Recognition, we are utilizing shrewd picture handling algo and library for the best outcome. Computerized 

picture handling is the utilization of a computerized PC to deal with advanced pictures through a calculation. As a subcategory or 

field of computerized signal handling, advanced picture handling enjoys numerous upper hands over simple picture handling. AI is 

the investigation of PC calculations that can work consequently through experience and by the utilization of information. It is 

viewed as a piece of computerized reasoning. 

In most vehicle-designated spots, the passage cycle for visitors, staff, or understudies making visits to the area includes 

security faculty who affirms the section subtleties by checking the distinguishing proof record. Number Plate Identification 

registration look at the system, which will overcome the manual section process and limit the security of individual exertion. Vehicle 

Number plate Recognition (VNR) is a picture handling innovation that utilizes proficient calculations to identify the vehicle number 

from continuous pictures. The goal is to plan a productive Vehicle Helmet and Number Recognition System to carry out for 

programmed Helmet charge assortment. 

 

II. FLOW DIAGRAM 

 
Fig. Flow Diagram 
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 The above diagram describes the actual flow of an entire system. The System is divided into some subparts: 

 

A. CAPTURE IMAGE 

We truly maintain that an HD camera should stop by results. We can get the photos from the video move or by getting each 

likewise, every image from the webcam truly. Doing the packaging get from the flood of video will give us achieves less time in 

any case, we won't have the choice to get the number plate properly if we lose light or something and if the number plate isn't gotten 

true to form. 

 

B. HELMET DETECTION 

 

In this specific cycle, we can detect the Helmet first from the identified vehicle. If the person can wear the Helmet, then our 

system detects that Helmet. But, if the Helmet is not present on the head of that particular person then the system goes to the next 

step of Number Plat Detection. 

 

C. NUMBER PLATE DETECTION 

 

In this particular cycle, we can manage the image of the number plate from the recognized vehicle. The segregated picture will 

be taken for preprocessing for seeing characters. 

 

III. ALGORITHM 

 

Step 1: Take the images of two-wheelers. 

Step 2: Detect the Rider with Helmet. 

Step 3: If the Helmet is Present, then Notification does not send. 

Step 4: If the Helmet is Not Present, then Identify the Number of that particular Vehicle. 

Step 5: Send the Notification to Admin Panel. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

  

 
Fig. Login Page 

 

 
Fig. Dashboard 
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Fig. Admin Panel 

 

 
Fig. Dataset 

 

V. ADVANTAGES 

 

a. Easy-to-use 

 

All it takes is a face for the biometrics reader of the detection management system to identify the helmet and number plate 

at the time of bike riding. There are also systems that read the number, biometrics with palm vein scanners, iris scanners, and facial 

recognition capacity. 

 

b. Save Time 

 

This system automatically detects helmets and number plates so no traffic police are needed for manual work inroads. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The System depicted a constant vision-based Helmet warning. This system survived different issues raised by the intricacy of full 

and half helmet recognition issues. Trial results got with complex street and cap style pictures uncovered that the proposed system 

could effectively fragment and identify different full and half head protector observing systems that can be utilized to identify in a 

succession of pictures. The system utilized a moving item identification technique and settled full and half helmet recognition issues 

utilizing a proposed full and half helmet recognition discovery and division strategy. 
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